RAMBLER & AMC CLUB OF NORWAY
INVITE YOU TO

EUROMEET
NORWAY 2016
GAMLEBYEN FREDRIKSTAD
Fredrikstad Motell og Camping
Gamlebyen, 1600 Fredrikstad
Euromeet is once again on Norwegian hands and with pride and joy we welcome you to
one of the great sights in Norway, namely Gamlebyen Fredrikstad (Old Town of
Fredrikstad). This is the best preserved fortress town of Scandinavia.
The car exhibition will be arranged within the Old Town. In parallel a fair is taking place
on the Kings market place, so the Old Town will be packed with people.
If all the shops, cafés, museums and other sights are not enough, we recommend taking
the ferry over the canal to down town Fredrikstad – commercial center of the city
(departure every 30 minutes and it is free), so the possibilities for shopping etc. are very
good.
Close by the campground you’ll find Kongstenhallen that have indoor and outdoor
bathing facilities and also a bowling alley. And on top of this, the campground itself has a
full‐grown golf course.
All of this plus an agreement with the Clerks of the Weather should make this a
wonderful meeting weekend for the whole family.
If you consider a little bit longer trip, we suggest a visit to the retro/lifestyle shop Føniks
in Halden. For more info check: www.nostalgia.no
And it’s actually not that far away, only about 30 – 40 minutes by car from the camping
ground. Føniks have everything for the enthusiast plus a bit more, definitely worth
visiting.

Fredrikstad is located in the county of Østfold and besides Sarpsborg and Halden this is
probably the area in Norway where you’ll find the most extensive interest in classic
American cars.
We hope many will come both domestic and from abroad. This is a real nice opportunity
to show your classic car in fantastic surroundings.
This time we have also invited Nash and Hudson and we hope we will be able to show
you some of the fantastic AMC cars used in drag racing.
We have made some changes in the classes this year and will line up the following
classes during the Euromeet:





Small / Medium size
Full size
Sport / Muscle car
Jeep from 1970 to 1987

Awards in all classes with 3 or more cars by jury and Car of the weekend by the public.
Overnight accommodations:
We have booked cottages at Fredrikstad Motell & Camping. In addition the camping also
has rooms for hire and possibilities for camping with tent or caravan. The camping
ground is located right next to the Old Town and also close to down town Fredrikstad.
Less than 20 minutes walking distance.
The cottages are modern with 2 bedrooms, shower, toilet and a living room with
kitchen. Each bedroom has a bunk bed with a double bed underneath and a single bed
on top, so totally room for 3 persons per bedroom.
The double rooms and the single rooms at the motel are also perfectly alright with a
washstand at the room.
Go to the homepage to see what they offer: www.fredrikstadmotel.no
Fredrikstad Motell & Camping have breakfast for those that wish. Breakfast must be
ordered in the reception at the latest the day before or at the same time you book the
accommodation. The prices are:
1050 kr. per day for cottage
550 kr. per day for double room
450 kr. per day for single room
Breakfast if ordered, comes on top of this.
Important notice, the deadline for booking is:

Friday the 1st of July 2016

Booking must be done by mail and with a reference to the Rambler & AMC Club.
Booking can be done to:
E‐mail: eivind@fredrikstadmotel.no or resepsjon@fredrikstadmotel.no
We would appreciate that a confirmation is also sent to us with the number of cars and
the number of people that will participate.
Please send SMS to: 00 47 971 06 281 or E‐mail to: rambler.cab@hotmail.no

The program is still a work in progress and will not be completed until the spring, as we
are co‐operating with Fredrikstad local government regarding the timing of events.
What is certain by now:
Friday: Arrival, barbeque and social togetherness as people arrive. We will be there from
the morning.
Saturday: Cruising, car exhibition, awards ceremony, games, lottery and a lot of good
time.
When we have more details, it will be posted on our homepage and on facebook.
Then the only thing remaining is to wish you all a big welcome to:

Euromeet Norway 12 – 14 August 2016
Welcome to:

Nash, Hudson, Rambler, AMC and Jeep

